The Kamau Brathwaite Bibliography: A Collaboration In Progress

Kelly Baker Josephs and Teanu Reid

This bibliography is a reworking and expansion of the “Kamau Brathwaite SX Bibliography” begun as a collective effort at the Caribbean Digital researchathon in December 2014.¹ It represents a snapshot of the bibliography’s progress up to the end of February 2018. The full collection exists as a living library on Zotero, and members may continue to add to and update it. Nonmembers may view and search the library; they may also use the tag function to reorganize entries according to various criteria (specific works, years, language, etc.).

In preparing this stand-alone publication of the bibliography, Kelly Baker Josephs and Teanu Reid have added sources, checked and revised previous entries for accuracy and completeness, and formatted and organized the collection for publication. We have concentrated on expanding Brathwaite’s primary works, which now number above five hundred, not including recordings. We depended heavily on Doris Brathwaite’s two published bibliographies, EKB: His Published Prose and Poetry, 1948–1986 (Savacou, 1986) and A Descriptive and Chronological Bibliography of the Work of Edward Kamau Brathwaite (New Beacon, 1988). There is still much to be done on including secondary sources to indicate the breadth of scholarly work on Brathwaite’s writings and theories.

¹ For more information, see Kelly Baker Josephs, “A Report on the Kamau Brathwaite Researchathon,” Caribbean Vistas Journal 2, no. 1 (2015). caribbeanvistas.wordpress.com/kb-researchathon/a-report-on-the-kamau-brathwaite-researchathon/. The researchathon was organized by Kelly Baker Josephs and Alex Gil, and the participants were Roger Caruth, Rhonda Cobham Sander, Rafe Dalleo, Laurent Dubois, Jacob Edmond, Kaiama L. Glover, Warren Harding, Maja Horn, Keith McNeal, Janet Neigh, Tzarina T. Prater, Leah Rosenberg, and Emily Williams. Additionally, Clara Pomi began the revision process during her tenure as a research assistant for Josephs at Williams College in spring 2018. The bibliography would not be as comprehensive without these contributors’ efforts.
Below are a few notes on how to use this bibliography and on revision choices made by Josephs and Reid for publication and future use of the collection. Following that is the table of contents for the bibliography and then the bibliography itself.

Notes:

- The entries are organized by category (as indicated in the table of contents) and then in alphabetical order by title. Despite some crossover of names in the mid-1970s, we have designated all items published in 1979 and later as published by Kamau Brathwaite and all items before 1979 as published by Edward Brathwaite.
- For primary sources that included multiple poems, the title is listed as “Poems” and the individual names of the poems are included in the abstract in Zotero.
- In accordance with Small Axe practice, we have used The Chicago Manual Style for this bibliography. This means that page numbers for newspapers and magazines are not included in the listings here. However, that information may be accessed via the Zotero library.
- We have omitted from this stand-alone publication the sixty audio and visual recording entries that are currently part of the Zotero library.
- We have provided as much information as currently available for each entry, in as consistent a format as possible. However, because of the collaborative nature of the beginnings of the project and its breadth, some errors or inconsistencies may still exist.

Please contact Kelly Baker Josephs, kjosephs@york.cuny.edu, or Teanu Reid, teanu.reid@yale.edu, with revisions or additions to the bibliography.

Kelly Baker Josephs is an associate professor of English at York College, City University of New York. She is the author of Disturbers of the Peace: Representations of Insanity in Anglophone Caribbean Literature (Johns Hopkins, 2013), editor of sx salon: a small axe literary platform, and founder of The Caribbean Commons.

Teanu Reid is a (first year) history PhD student at Yale University. Reid/She works on the 17th and 18th century British Atlantic world, with a focus on slavery in Barbados.
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### PRIMARY WORKS

**Poetry in English, published as Edward Brathwaite**


———. “At the Death of a Young Poet’s Wife.” *Caribbean Quarterly* 8, no. 3 (1962): 182.


———. “Elegies I-XI.” *Bim* 17 (December 1952): 73–75.
———. “Kingston in the Kingdom of This World: For Robin Grant.” Black World 24, no. 11 (September 1, 1975): 76–77.


Poetry in English, published as Kamau Brathwaite


**Poetry in Translation**

**CHINESE**


**DUTCH**


**FINNISH**


**FRENCH**


**ITALIAN**

**SPANISH**


**Creative Prose in English**

Creative Prose in Translation

FRENCH


SPANISH


Drama


Critical Prose in English, published as Edward Brathwaite

—. *Nanny, Sam Sharpe, and the Struggle for People’s Liberation*. Kingston: Published by API for the National Heritage Week Committee, 1977.


—. “Shirley Gordon’s ‘A Century of West Indian Education II’ (Book Review).” *The Voice of St. Lucia*. June 1, 1963.

—. “Sir Galahad and the Islands.” *Bim* 25 (1957): 8–16.


February 21, 1960.
———. “The New West Indian Novelists II: The Background.” Sunday Advocate.
———. “The New West Indian Novelists III: The Big Four.” Sunday Advocate. March 6,
1960.
March 13, 1960.
———. “The New West Indian Novelists V: The New Wave.” Sunday Advocate. March 20,
1960.
———. “The Role of the University in a Developing Society.” The Voice of St. Lucia.
March 9, 1963.
———. “The Role of the University in a Developing Society.” Iouanaloa 1 (June 1963):
13–18.
———. “The Unappropriated People: Freedmen in the Slave Society of Barbados (Book
———. “The Unappropriated People: Freedmen in the Slave Society of Barbados (Book
———. “The Use of Radio in a Developing Society.” The Voice of St. Lucia. March 9,
1963.
———. “Themes from the Caribbean.” Times Educational Supplement. September 6,
1968.
———. “Timehri.” In Is Massa Day Dead?, edited by Coombs Orde, 2:29–42. New York:
———. Wars of Respect: Nanny, Sam Sharpe and the Struggle for People’s Liberation.
———. “West Indian History & Society in the Art of Paule Marshall’s Novel The Chosen
Place, the Timeless People.” Journal of Black Studies 1, no. 2 (December 1970):
225–38.
169–74.
———. “West Indian Prose Fiction in the Sixties.” Caribbean Quarterly 16, no. 4 (1970):
5–17.
———. “West Indian Prose Fiction in the Sixties [Part II].” *West Indies Chronicle* LXXXVI (September 1971): 400–401.


**Critical Prose in English, published as Kamau Brathwaite**


**Critical Prose in Translation**

**GERMAN**


**SPANISH**


**As Editor**


INTERVIEWS


SECONDARY SOURCES

General Overviews


Book Reviews


Bethune, Lebert. “Contradictory Omens: Cultural Diversity and Integration in the Caribbean (Book Review).” *Caribbean Quarterly* 21, no. 3 (September 1, 1975): 60–63.


Burgos Matos, Wilfredo J. “Offerings to Eternity, Longing of Remembrance (Book Review).” *sx salon*, no. 27 (February 2018).


Secondary Sources in English, excluding general overviews and book reviews


Badejo, Adekunle Fabian. “And the Word Was Made Flesh (Part I).” St. Martin Business Week, April 8, 2002.

———. “And the Word Was Made Flesh (Part II).” St. Martin Business Week, April 15, 2002.


———. “This Past I Borrowed’: Time, History, and Art in Brathwaite’s Masks.” Caribbean Studies 17, no. 3–4 (October 1, 1977): 5–82.


**Secondary Sources, Non-English**

**FRENCH**


**GERMAN**

**SPANISH**

**TERTIARY SOURCES**


WORKS IN HONOR OF BRATHWAITE


Ulysses, Gina Athena. “Ogu’s Sword & Brathwaite’s Pen.” *sx salon*, no. 27 (February 2018).
